Interactive Nature Conservation Museum

Objectives:

•In a community that values hunting as an enjoyable and important social

activity, raise awareness of animal conservation.
•In a community that does believe in climate change, make audiences
aware of the connection between climate change and animal conservation.
•Become a hub for dialogue about hunting, climate change and animal
conservation.
•Create an atmosphere that is welcoming to both local visitors and tourists.

Audience Segments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Hunters
Lovers of the Outdoors
Dislike the Outdoors
Climate Activists

Laura

•Likes- pets , she might be for the idea of conservation of nature.
•Needs- To Create Awareness for kids to understand.
•Role playing in school, can influence friends and other kids
•The Next generation is key.

•Laura loves her pet dog
•She loves her picnics and playing outdoors
•She also plays games on the iPad

•She has friends in school

•She sees trophies at home
•Accompanies family over

Goals
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who also has pet cats and dogs
•Parents and Grandparents
take her thew ranches for hunting

Empathy Map

the weekends for picnic while
parents go hunting.
•Watches lots of cartoon.

•She paints and draws
•She likes to play lego and also

likes enacting cartoon characters
•Interestingly most of these
characters are animals

Audience Segment: Dislike the Outdoors

Sven

•Likes - Technology,
•Needs - interactive and immersive entertainment.
•Role playing in school, can influence friends and other kids
•The Next generation is key.

•Sven feels hunting is fun.
•Feels 24 hours is not enough in a

Goals

day todo all his activities.
•Loves Meat and Fish
•He does not like museums
and historical places

•He likes to watch action movies.
•Accompanies family over
the weekends for hunting.
•Watches Netflix and
Amazon Prime video.
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•His friends in school

talk about their video games.
•The baseball and soccer teams they follow.

Empathy Map

Audience Segment: Climate Activist

•He likes to play Basketball

and Video Games.
•He does go hunting with
family in the weekends.
•He has used a gun before.
•He likes to play first person
shooter games.

Mark

•Likes - Hunting
•Needs - to be educated on the impact on the environment
•Does not believe in conservation as a whole
•Would like to have is own ranch when he is older.

•Mark feels hunting is fun.
•Mark loves his girlfriend, spend a

lot of time with her
•Feels Nature conservation is hoax
•He does not like museums
and historical places

Goals

•Watches Action Movies
•Likes documentaries on

War, defence technologies and
mega factories
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•His friends in University

talk about girls, politics and sports.
•He is aware of nature conservation
talks etc but does not agree with it being important

Empathy Map

Audience Segment - Hunters

•He likes to play Basketball

and Soccer.
•He does go hunting with
friends in the weekends.
•He has used a gun before.

Adam’s
Family

•Likes - Kids, Music and Holidays
•Needs - spending time with kids, seeing them grow
•Could play and important role in making kids sensitive to conservation
•Parents can influence their children directly.

•They feel global warming is true but t

hey don’t believe nature conservation helps it.
•Adam loves hunting and baseball
•Adam’s wife takes care of the kids
•They like aquariums
and theme parks
Think

& Feel
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•Likes to see kids play in

park over the weekends
•Likes drama and comedy movies

See

Say &
Do

•His friends at work

talk about sports, politics and family
•They are aware of nature conservation
talks etc but do not agree with it being important

Empathy Map

Audience Segment - Lovers of the Outdoors

•Adam’s wife takes care of the kids
•He does go hunting with
friends in the weekends.
•Also takes family and kids
to picnics
•Both of them have used
a gun before.
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During the Visit

1. Positive anticipation of the visit.
2.Finding out different exhibits,
attractions to see.
3. Reading up about Nature
conservation, sustainability and
animal welfare
4. How to get there and Planning the
whole day.
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Exhibition
1. Good Information Architecture and signage, easy to navigate zones.
2. Ticketing could be done online or in the Ticket office.
3. Interactive Museum is more intresting than static sites.
4. Kids might like a recreational/playful exhibition.
5. Refreshment options were limited.
6. Friendly and young staff.
7. Information about sustainability and nature conservation was not too much in the
face, it was more educational than abrasive (on the face).

Visitor Moments
Hunters

Souvenir

Amused

Impatient

Research

Post Visit

1. Considers this exhibition a waste of space.
2. Thinks a day could be well spent hunting or at the movies.
3. Visits with friends but not self led, gets bored easily.

Lovers of the Outdoors
(Non hunters)

1. Considers this exhibition quite informative and interesting.
2. Believe the exhibits could be more hybrid, closer to nature.
Maybe Ourdoors.
3. Likes the final few exhibitis which are outside and have no roof.
4. Brings in the family and kids along for a day out.

Dislike the Outdoors

1. Likes the digital parts of the space, Likes technology and interaction.
2. Gets bored easily as its a younger audience.
3. believes in the idea of conservation somewhat.

Climate Activists

1. Considers Climate Action, Conservation and sustainable thinking Important.
2. Excited to bring friends and speak about the expereince and its importance.
3. Wants to get involved in the whole idea of conservation and spreading awareness.
4. Does not like the government and its policies.

Recollection
1. Too much information
to grasp and understand.
2.Venue is imporessive
and expansive.
3. Could be more digital
and interactive.
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